
 

Universe is a new library for the full version of Kontakt 6 developed by Triple Spiral Audio 

The full library comes with 200 sounsources and 300 snapshots. The freebie contains 12 

soundsources and 10 snapshots. 

Installation: 

The full library is installed via the PULSE Downloader 

In your email you will find a second email  with the title “Your Triple Spiral Audio order is now 

complete” 

This email contains a serial key. 

Download (if you do not have it yet) the PULSE app here: 

http://www.pulsedownloader.com/ 

Open the app and click “add product” and then paste the serial number from your email. 

Choose a folder where you want to install the Triple Spiral Audio – Universe  library and the PULSE 

app will download and install it to that location. 

To install the freebie, unzip the Triple_Spiral_Audio_Universe_Freebie.rar and place it at location of 

your own choosing. For the Freebie there is no serial required. 

http://www.pulsedownloader.com/


In Kontakt go to the “Files” tab and navigate to the location where you have place the Triple Spiral 

Audio – Universe folder. To open, click the Universe_Freebie.nki or the Universe.nki  for the full 

version. 

To use the snapshots, first unzip the Universe_Freebie_Snapshots.rar and for the full version the 

Universe_Snapshots.rar 

Load Universe in Kontakt and click on the wrench icon, go to instrument options and click on 

snapshots.  Click on show and you will see a notification that “there are no snapshots saved yet, 

create a path” message – click yes and it will open up a folder. Copy all the content from the Universe 

folder (not the Universe folder itself) to this location. 

 

 



 

 

If for some reason this is not working you can also copy paste the snapshots manually to this 

location: Please beware that in this case you need to copy the actual Universe folder 

OSX : Macintosh HD/Users/Your Name/Documents/Native Instruments/User Content/Kontakt  

WINDOWS : C/Users/Your Name/My Documents/Native Instruments/User Content/Kontakt 

The snapshots in the full version contain also an Artist folder with presets from Andy Kotz (AK), Brian 

Brylow (BB), Fred Nongat (FN), Heartwood Institute (HW) and Minko Karlsbeek (MK) 

Usage 

 

On the main page you will see the option to select the soundsources in 2 layers via a dropdown menu 

or a backwards/forwards button. The random button randomizes the soundsources (not the other 

parameters). 



Each of the 2 layers has the following controls: 

Sample start – adjust the starting point of where the sample starts its playback. Useful for when you 

activate the arpeggiator if the sample has a slow attack 

ADSR – attack, duration, sustain and release controls 

Filter – a lowpass filter with cutoff control, resonance and the option to add a filter envelope. The 4 

buttons below the Filter ENV are the ADSR controls for the envelope. 

Volume and Pan control 

LFO control – on each of the 2 layers the LFO can be turned on to add motion to your sounds. Via a 

dropdown menu you can select the speed and the shape of the LFO. 

General controls: 

On the left side you will find the controls for the convolution reverb with a dropdown menu to select 

the impulse and with controls to adjust the amount and pre-delay 

On the right side you wil find the delay with a dropdown menu to select the speed and controls for 

the amount, feedback and rate 

Big Knob and FX page 

The big knob in the middle is assigned to the modwheel and can control one or all of the following 

effects: imager, skreamer, flanger, phaser, rotator, compressor and lo-fi. 

On the FX tab you will find control to turn on and off the effects. If an effect is enabled, it will be 

controlled via the big knob. You can also enable it and adjust the parameters without having to move 

the big knob. 

The big knob is also represented on the FX page. 

Arpeggiator 

On the bottom of the main screen you will also find an arpeggiator with an on/off switch and a 

switch to latch it and a dropdown menu to select the mode. 

There are controls to adjust the tempo, octaves, duration and the amount of steps.  

Tip: as most of the soundsources are pads, it is wise to adjust the sample start in order to have a 

sharper attack. Also turning down the sustain and release knobs a bit will give a clearer result in the 

sound. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CC Controls 

CC1 = Big Knob 

 

Layer 1 (only for full version, not in the freebie) 

CC2 - Cutoff 

CC3 - Resonance 

CC4 – Env amount 

CC5 – Filter Env Attack 

Layer 2 (only for full version, not in the freebie) 

 

CC6 - Cutoff 

CC8 - Resonance 

CC9 – Env amount 

CC12 – Filter Env Attack L 

1.1 Udate – Sample Drag and Drop 

From the soundsource dropdown menu select at the bottom of each layer User Sample 1 and User 

Sample 2 – then simply drag and drop your audio files till you see a “+” sign above the menu. 

You can save your own snapshots with your custom samples. 

See this video for a visual representation: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpHMmKQjQP8 

License Agreement:   

All licenses are single-user licenses. The contents of this library is licensed and not sold to you. 

Ownership remains with Triple Spiral Audio. All rights of the producer and the owner of the work are 

reserved. Unauthorised duplication of any download is a violation of applicable laws.  

You may not distribute, share, sublicense, lend, lease or otherwise make the soundset content 

available to any third party.  

You may use the content of this library in your own productions. The included samples cannot be used 

to create new commercial preset releases. 

Installing these products constitutes an agreement to the terms of this license. 

 

Special thanks to:  

A great team of demo composers and testers: Brian Brylow, Brooke Mitchell Jonathan Sharp, Aniket 

Kumar, Steve Montgomery Jr., Steven Faile, David Rosen, Ingo Wegener, Fred Nongat,  Minko 

Karlsbeek, Andy Kotz, Urs Bollhalder and Oscar Fogelstrom. Thank you! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpHMmKQjQP8

